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Fears that inflation is accelerating in key markets around the world,
spurring central bankers to reconsider the measured pace of policy
tightening, kept the pressure on US Equity Funds during the second
week of February and hit a number of fixed income fund groups..

With the economy on the path of recovery and debt levels one of the
lowest in the world, it is surely only a matter of time before Russia’s
credit rating is lifted out of junk territory, and all eyes will be on the
February 23rd assessment from S&P as the earliest possible opportunity
for such action to be taken.

We just got a tax plan that raises the deficit $1.5 trillion.  We just got a 
spending plan that, according to the Committee for a Responsible 
Federal Budget, will, with interest, add $420 billion to the Federal Debt

Bond Funds Get Three Times More Money Than Equity Funds in Past 
Decade, Posting Ten-Year Inflow of $1.88 Trillion.

After the histrionics of the equity sell-off/’correction’ when economic
fundamentals hadn’t really changed, there is a much more becalmed
environment (read ‘risk-on’) aside from what has been interpreted as
an inflation scare in the US.

The recent global stock market tumble failed to spark panic selling in
EM credits, especially those in Asia. JACI indices show that credits in
EM Asia have been relatively resilient to the sharp plunge of Dow during
2-5 Feb in comparison with equities.

Position for a break out of the current range for an eventual test of
1.675/85. Exit on a reversal below 0.417.

Risks - Broader Usd and local events, while latest IMM data shows just
light net Nzd longs in play .

Sell rallies towards 62.63 for a drop to 55.28. Place stop above 63.94.

Watch for further weakness towards 99.02. Above 108.94 to stabilise.
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Know the Flows
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By Cameron Brandt, Director of Research

Fears that inflation is accelerating in key markets around the world,
spurring central bankers to reconsider the measured pace of policy
tightening, kept the pressure on US Equity Funds during the second
week of February and hit a number of fixed income fund groups. High
Yield Bond Funds recorded their second largest weekly outflow since
EPFR started tracking them in 2003 while redemptions from Emerging
Markets and Global Bond Funds hit levels last seen in mid-4Q16 and
mid-1Q16 respectively.

This pattern is consistent with that of the week when High Yield Bonds
posted their biggest outflow so far. Then, it was the addition of another
200,000 plus jobs the previous month that fueled fears a recovering
economy could prompt the US Federal Reserve to raise interest rates
sooner than previously anticipated. The specter of higher rates putting
pressure on corporate earnings spurred investors to redeem a record
setting $11.38 billion from High Yield Bond Funds during the first week
of August, 2014, and pull over $19 billion - a 26 week high - from US
Equity Funds.

While US Equity Funds experienced further outflows on the heels of
last week's record total, the seven days ending Feb. 14 did see Global,
Japan and Europe Equity Funds record solid inflows as investors rotated
exposure to markets where central banks lag the Fed when it comes to
tightening monetary policy. Overall, investors committed net $5.9
billion to EPFR-tracked Equity Funds during the second week of
February. Bond Funds experienced redemptions totaling $14.1 billion
and Alternative Funds $2 billion - their largest weekly outflow since
3Q10 - while $27.3 billion flowed out of Money Market Funds.

Investors did maintain appetite for funds with Socially Responsible (SRI)
and Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) mandates. The last

time SRI/ESG Equity Funds posted collective outflow was early May.

At the single country fund level, flows into France and Switzerland
Equity Funds hit 20-/58-week highs respectively while Spain Equity
Funds posted their biggest inflow since 2Q14 and Netherlands Equity
Funds attracted fresh money for the 12th time in the past 13 weeks.

As the initial shock of the latest market correction began to fade during
the second week of February, sector-oriented investors started to
refocus on a strong 4Q17 corporate earnings season with five of the 11
major EPFR-tracked Sector Fund groups posting inflows, up from three
the previous week. Commodities and Technology Sector Funds
attracted the largest amounts of fresh money during the week ending
Feb. 14 and Financials, Telecoms and Energy Sector Funds also posted
inflows.

For further information on EPFR, please visit:
https://financialintelligence.informa.com/products-and-services/data-analysis-and-tools/epfr

Back to Index Page

https://financialintelligence.informa.com/products-and-services/data-analysis-and-tools/epfr
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A Respite
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By David Ader, Chief Macro Strategist

“Coming on the heels of the massive tax cut approved in December, last
week’s budget agreement was a breathtaking abdication of fiscal
responsibility.” Thus, begins Lou Crandall’s MMO for Feb 12 and he
could have taken those words from my mouth but beat me to the
punch. Since I’ve stolen that, I might as well offer a version of a chart
Lou used which is a variation on the theme of many I’ve sent out; the
budget as a % of GDP.

We just got a tax plan that raises the deficit $1.5 trillion. We just got a
spending plan that, according to the Committee for a Responsible
Federal Budget, will, with interest, add $420 billion to the Federal Debt.
Then the front page of the WSJ relays that OMB Director Mulvaney said
(I’m quoting the WSJ), “Mr. Trump -- for now -- has given up on
balancing the budget over the next 10-years.” Ya think?

And while I’m citing so many others, let me add Bill Dudley’s remarks
from January when speaking of the tax plan, “There’s no such thing a
free lunch…(the tax law) will increase the nation’s longer-term fiscal
burden which is already facing other pressures, such as debt service
costs and entitlement spending as the baby-boom generation retires.”
Mr. Dudley, born in 1952, will retire this year.

No one will argue that that assessment is fake news. However, as an
FYI, the White House’s 3% growth projection falls short of the 4%
projection offered during the campaign and subsequently.

What provokes that review of the obvious is that it’s the main story
from last weekend’s press through to the President’s budget proposal
and then on past the CPI and Retail Sales releases. Oddly I think, the
market didn’t do much until the CPI report and nothing on the Retail

Sales report. Was it pent-up bearishness or is the market fixated to see
if inflation finally has reared its head and finally gets its wish only to
exhaust itself on the response?

January has seen the second largest MoM increase on average over
these last 20 years and the highest gain for the core rate. I’ve already
told you that there were some oddities about the January employment
report -- like the gain in wages that may have been related to people
being out due to bad weather and maybe the flu -- so it’s not
inconsistent to see quirks in other data, like CPI and maybe Retail Sales.
My issue with Retail Sales is that there were downward revisions and
some hefty numbers in Q4 so maybe it requires smoothing.

This is an excerpt from Ader’s Musings. For the full article, please click HERE.

Back to Index Page

https://financialintelligence.informa.com/resources/product-content/ader-steady-at-the-fed-sideways-in-the-market
https://igm-novus-production-uploads.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/upload/asset/79902/Ader_FI_musings_-_16_February_2018.pdf
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Bond Funds Get Three Times More Money Than Equity Funds in Past Decade, Posting 
Ten-Year Inflow of $1.88 Trillion. What If More Investors Want Their Money Out?

The Context

By David Santschi, CEO, TrimTabs

Fund investors added relatively little money to equities in the past
decade. As the graph to the right shows, global equity MFs and ETFs
took in $899 billion from 2008 through 2017, which was partly offset by
an outflow of $303 billion from U.S. equity MFs and ETFs.

Bond inflows were far heavier. Bond MFs and ETFs received $1.88
trillion from 2008 through 2017, and they had an annual outflow in only
one out of those ten years. In other words, bond funds took in about
three times as much as equity funds in the past decade.

Some of the popularity of bonds may have been related to demographic
factors, but some of it also may have been driven by the widespread
view that central banks will always create enough money to keep bond
prices chugging higher.

As central banks are reducing or withdrawing monetary stimulus, most
large governments—most notably the U.S. government—are still
borrowing and spending like the flush times will never end. Bond fund
flows have shifted recently, with bond MFs and ETFs shedding $3.0
billion in February after taking in a record $53.6 billion in January. The
bond market action could get livelier if more of the investors who
pumped almost $2 trillion into bond funds in the past decade want their
money out.

Back to Index Page
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Hypersensitivity Syndrome

The Context
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By Marcus Dewsnap, Senior Editor/Analyst

After the histrionics of the equity sell-off/’correction’ when economic
fundamentals hadn’t really changed, there is a much more becalmed
environment (read ‘risk-on’) aside from what has been interpreted as
an inflation scare in the US. From a 1970s/1980s point of view, it is
perplexing as to why 2% ish y/y US CPI is taken as so dramatic. This is
probably a reflection of the last 10-years of central bank instigated
financial repression/easy money inducing extreme hypersensitivity to
anything which might quicken (again by historical standards) what is a
glacial (gradual) tightening cycle. In the context of the last several
decades, real rates remain low which equals a still extremely loose
monetary policy stance. Still, the flow into global inflation protected
funds (via EPFR, see below) is instructive with regards inflation
concerns. This has been the trend for several years, if not the recent
volume. The trend is possibly more indicative of the receding fear of
deflation … the recent activity (over?) excitement with regards an
imminent inflation threat.

A consequence of the ‘scare’, global, high yield funds have exhibited
chunky outflows so far this year as EPFR data shows (see graph below),
the most severe bout since the FOMC started hiking Fed Funds.
However, outflows in decent volume are prevalent since the Fed began
the balance sheet shrinkage last October.

There are a couple of points worth repeating; one is that central banks,
but currently the Fed/BoE in particular, are acting to keep a lid on
inflation rather than cut it. This is a new ball game for CBs who since
the 1980s have in the main followed a path to reduce inflation
pressures, followed by reflation to thwart the deflationary threat. Add
in balance sheets/regulatory responsibilities too, and the sort of control
required now creates new central bank reaction functions which adds
to the skittishness of already hypersensitive market participants (and in
some cases overstretched/leveraged positioning). Second, we can’t
help but remind ourselves of this from Equitile’s George Cooper back in
January … the part about how inflation might be beneficial for equities
alongside rising rates.

http://equitile.com/uploads/still-flashing-green-by-george-cooper.pdf
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By Natalie Rivett, Senior Emerging Markets Analyst

With the economy on the path of recovery and debt levels one of the
lowest in the world, it is surely only a matter of time before Russia’s
credit rating is lifted out of junk territory, and all eyes will be on the
February 23rd assessment from S&P as the earliest possible opportunity
for such action to be taken.

In an encouraging sign, citing improved institutional strength as well as
fiscal and economic resiliency, Moody's raised the outlook on the
sovereign late last month to positive from stable, which could lead to an
upgrade within 12-18 months.

Odds that the sovereign will reclaim the investment grade rating it lost
three years ago have turned more favourable since it was revealed
there is little appetite in the US to proceed down the route of sanctions
on Russian sovereign debt amid concern over potential unintended and
far-reaching consequences.

In recent commentary, S&P stated that tightened sanctions are not
its base case scenario, although the agency has warned it is still a risk
and also expressed caution over any increased spending around the
presidential election (first round takes place 18th March) as this could
dent the positive effect of recovering oil prices on the budget
(Bloomberg).

Russia is currently rated just one notch below IG at both S&P and
Moody's, BB+ and Ba1 respectively, but remains in the upper ratings
bracket at Fitch, which means an upgrade at just one of these two
agencies will make the sovereign eligible for inclusion in IG only global
benchmarks, such as Bloomberg Barclays and JPMorgan Chase & Co
indexes.

Russia Is Overdue The Return Of Its IG Ratings
The door would then be open to forced buying from investors who
track these IG indexes, from which we can expect significant inflows.
For reference, Rosbank (Bloomberg) has estimated that funds following
just one of the main global bond indexes could trigger as much as
USD2bn of inflows, or the equivalent of about 5% of Russia’s total
outstanding Eurobonds.

Russia’s 5-year CDS has long been trading at levels that imply the
country’s ratings should be lifted up from junk. It now resides at the
lowest since late Q3-2008 and as the graph below highlights, is more
than 500bp below its circa 6-year peak reached in late 2014, just over a
month prior to when S&P gave the sovereign its first sub-investment
grade rating in a decade on the back of worsening domestic growth
prospects aligned to low oil prices and Western sanctions over the
Ukraine crisis. Moody’s followed with a downgrade to junk less than a
month later.

Continued p8
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The annexation of Crimea in early 2014 led to a sharp drop in total
foreign investor holdings of Russian Eurobonds, from up near 70% at
the start of that year to a low of 29.4% over the course of 39 months.
These holdings appear to be making a tentative recovery in recent
months, reaching almost 38% as of January 1st of this year, a 10 month
high, and we could expect a rating upgrade to only drive this percentage
higher. Note, research at UniCredit (Reuters) suggests that for every
1ppt increase in foreign ownership of an EM country’s debt, a
government’s yields drop by about 12bp on average.

Russia Is Overdue The Return Of Its IG Ratings … cont’d
therefore, be the case that a rating upgrade ensures Russian assets
remain among the most appealing in the EM space.

EPFR tracked weekly Russian bond fund flows (see below), shows there
were no fresh net outflows back in early 2015, when Russia lost its two
IG ratings, and as already mentioned, much of the jump in the 5 year
CDS was seen in the immediate months leading up to the downgrades,
suggesting investors were already ahead of the curve. The increased
redemptions from Russian bonds that transpired later that year and
reached a peak of around USD3.5bn in mid-2016 coincided with
Russia’s plunge into recession and the ensuing turnaround in fund flows
is reflective of an economy that on the mend.

However, whether a rating upgrade will lead to any sustained increase
in foreign investor holdings, rather than creating a short term positive
effect is debatable. Indeed, the Russian market is already supported by
a more favourable economic backdrop, as well as a general demand for
EM assets/hunt for yield and for the most part, this tends to outweigh
credit rating assessments, which are often behind the market. It may

The strength of the net inflows this year allied with the spread
compression on Russian CDS and USD-denominated bonds, together
with the increased total non-residents’ holdings of Eurobonds of late,
suggests that investors have already decided that Russian bonds are
good value. So, we do not expect any major reaction in flows in the
event of a rating upgrade at the end of the month.

Back to Index Page
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Asia Credit Strategy: Better To Remain Defensive

The recent global stock market tumble failed to spark panic selling in
EM credits, especially those in Asia. JACI indices (table below) show
that credits in EM Asia have been relatively resilient to the sharp plunge
of the Dow during 2-5 Feb in comparison with equities.

Though the long-term fundamental outlook of EM Asia credit is likely to
remain positive, short-term technicals might continue to be challenging
until summer because the equity bull market correction can take several
months to complete. Given the stretched valuations and faded risk
appetite, focus should be starting to swing away from making further
gains and towards protecting existing profits or limiting potential losses.

Rather than staying in the long-end of the curve, shortening the
duration of portfolios should help increase the chance of survival if the
market environment worsens further.

HY has been more vulnerable than IG since global equities started
tumbling on 2 Feb (chart 2). In our view, underperformance of HY
relative to IG will remain for some time because corporate new
issuance, of which HY accounts for a very large percentage, has
increased substantially YTD in comparison with the same period last
year (chart 3). Based on the above-mentioned, we think it is better to
take IG financials (excluding subordinated) and avoid HY corporates.
Although IG sovereigns/quasi-sovereigns also look okay, we understand
that they are not appealing to most yield-sensitive investors.

By Tim Cheung and Riki Zhang 

In our view, papers (excluding subordinated) with final maturity
between 2 and 5 years are preferable in the prevailing market situation.
Otherwise between IG and HY, we are more wary of the potential
downside risk of the latter than the former.

Continued p10
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Asia Credit Strategy: Better To Remain Defensive … cont’d

EPFR’s Fund Flow Picture for the week ended February 14,
subsequently revealed a reduction in risk/high yield EM Asian bond
exposure by investors with
• EM Corporate Asia ex-Japan Bond Funds erasing Usd529.6522mn,

in the largest weekly outflow on record.
• EM Sovereign Asia ex-Japan Bond Funds instead reversing to post a

net inflow of Usd241.6352mn, the largest weekly inflow since the
week of July 5 2017; whilst

• EM Mixed Asia ex-Japan Bond Funds rose Usd209.6762mn, the 1st

gain after three consecutive weekly outflows.

Back to Index Page
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US 10-Year TIPS – Pressures The Upper Bounds Of A 4.5-Year Range 
Technical Analysis by Marnie Owen

Back to Index Page

• Threatens upper bounds of a 4.5-year range
between 0.859 and -0.091 on a weekly chart.

• Although the weekly RSI is extended, the
weekly MACD remains above the signal line,
offering scope to test 0.859/1.000 which, if
breached, would confirm a range breakout on
the daily/weekly/monthly charts.

• Given monthly studies (not shown) have more
room to run to the upside, eventual clearance
through 1.000 is favoured for 1.329 initially,
then 1.675/85.

• Weakness through 0.417 would prolong
ranging, and below 0.243 would caution for
the lower bounds.

• A closing break under -0.091 would suggest a
key top had formed and shift focus back to -
0.757.

IFI Research’s global team of Technical Analysts constantly look for interesting patterns in prevailing price action of a broad range of currency pairs, 

fixed income and commodity products.  We will highlight the most compelling on these pages.  For information on the full spectrum covered, please 

contact your Account Manager.

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Position for a break out of the current range for
an eventual test of 1.675/85. Exit on a reversal
below 0.417.

Resistance Levels 

R5 2.026 27 February/6 March 2009 lower top, weekly chart 
R4 1.866 12 June 2009 range top, weekly chart 
R3 1.685 2 April 2010 peak, weekly chart, near 1.675, equality of -0.908/0.859 from -0.091  
R2 1.329 4 February 2011 peak, weekly chart 
R1 1.000 0.618x -0.908/0.859 from -0.091 near 0.859, 6 September 2013 top, weekly chart 

Support Levels 

S1 0.417 13 October 2017 higher low near 0.426, 29 December 2017 pivot, weekly chart  
S2 0.243 8 September 2017 higher low, weekly chart  
S3 -0.091 8 July 2016 lower range bounds, weekly chart 
S4 -0.533 8 March 2013 prior range high, weekly chart  
S5 -0.757 5 April 2013 minor higher platform lower bounds, weekly chart  
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USD/JPY – Multi-Year Trendline Break Threatens Deeper Decline
Technical Analysis by Andrew Dowdell

Back to Index Page

• Broke below a multi-year trendline (drawn off
the Sep 2012 and Aug 2016 lows) this week.

• The market has slipped convincingly below its
200-Week MA, which has started to flatten
out.

• Weekly MACD has crossed below both its
signal line and 0.

• Scope is growing for a return to the June 2016
low at 99.02, possibly 61.8% of the 2011-2015
advance at 94.65.

• Short-term rallies are expected to fade ahead
of the 108.13/94 area.

• Bulls need to clear 110.48 to gain a firmer
footing.

IFI Research’s global team of Technical Analysts constantly look for interesting patterns in prevailing price action of a broad range of currency pairs, 

fixed income and commodity products.  We will highlight the most compelling on these pages.  For information on the full spectrum covered, please 

contact your Account Manager.

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Watch for further weakness towards 99.02. Above
108.94 to stabilise.

Resistance Levels 

R5 114.73 6 November 2017 high 
R4 112.65 200-Week MA 
R3 110.48 2 February 2018 high 
R2 108.94 12 February 2018 high 
R1 108.13 17 April 2017 low 

Support Levels 

S1 104.32 2 September 2016 high 
S2 101.20 9 November 2016 low 
S3 99.02 24 June 2016 low 
S4 94.65 61.8% of the Nov 2011 – Jun 2015 (75.35-125.86) rally, near 13 June 2013 low at 93.79 
S5 90.88 25 February 2013 low 
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WTI (J8) – Eyes Extension Under 57.90/38.2% Retracement
Technical Analysis by Matthew Sferro

Back to Index Page

• Currently consolidating the steep 2-week
decline off the 66.39 contract high above the
38.2% retracement of the 44.17/66.39 rise at
57.90.

• The MACD differential recently fell to a
contract low (13 February 2018) over 3.5
standard deviations below the contract mean
to suggest a speedy return to near-term
cyclical strength is questionable.

• Any further corrective gains are thus expected
to fade ahead of the 19 January 2018 62.63
former reaction low.

• Loss of 57.90 should accelerate weakness
towards the 50% retracement/55.37 platform

IFI Research’s global team of Technical Analysts constantly look for interesting patterns in prevailing price action of a broad range of currency pairs, 

fixed income and commodity products.  We will highlight the most compelling on these pages.  For information on the full spectrum covered, please 

contact your Account Manager.

STRATEGY SUMMARY

Sell rallies towards 62.63 for a drop to 55.28. Place
stop above 63.94.

Resistance Levels 

R5 71.20 9 December 2014 settlement level 
R4 69.20 24 December 2014 settlement level 
R3 66.39 25 January 2018 contract high, near 2 February 2018 66.00 minor lower high 
R2 63.94 6 February 2018 high 
R1 62.63 19 January 2018 former reaction low 

Support Levels 

S1 57.90 9 February 2018 reaction low, 38.2% retracement of 44.17/66.39 
S2 55.28 50.0% retracement of 44.17/66.39, near 14 November 2017 55.37 platform 
S3 52.66 61.8% retracement of 44.17/66.39, near 27 October 2017 low  
S4 51.16 12 October 2017 minor higher low 
S5 50.19 9 October 2017 higher low 
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The Nzd – Bias Is Bullish (To An Extent)

Expected Nzd/Usd trading week is 0.7325/0.7475.

By Tony Nyman, Head G10 FX 

We mulled at the end of last week whether the following one's data slate
could be the catalyst for a 0.75-plus break in the Kiwi.

Overall (supportive) driver remains broader Usd weakness, but largely
second-tier data last week was very supportive as was the net positive
broader market risk appetite.

This week, there looks to be local event risk too in the form of:

 PPI tonight

 and late Thurs credit card spending and Q4 RETAIL SALES, the latter
forecast at 1.4% q/q vs 0.02% last, with Bbg poll extremes of 0.6%
and 2.0%.

Also, sure to garner interest in this market is Tue's GDT PRICE INDEX,
particularly following three straight spikes and the bumper 5.9% outturn
last time out.

Of course, the run has done nothing to persuade the RBNZ, local banks
and/or the market that a 2018 rate hike is even a possibility.

Still, if all data/auction defies expectations again and a big way we could
yet see a move in the PROBABILITY index above 50% and if that pans
out then just perhaps we'll see the 0.75 handle after all.

Back to Index Page

A note to clients – Would you like to receive our individual G10 FX Weeks in one report on PDF via 
email. Please contact sales.europe@informagm.com if interested. 

mailto:sales.europe@informagm.com
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